Emergency medicine specialty may improve patient satisfaction
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Brief Communication

Emergency Department (ED) is a setting where patients usually present with acute and severe illnesses (1). Nowadays, patient satisfaction has become an important outcome of health care services and shows quality of care that provides valuable information about the care delivered by an ED system (2-4). A patient’s experience at an ED can influence his or her choice of hospital when seeking future care and may generate either positive or negative comments among their social sphere (5). Patient satisfaction depends on many factors such as length of stay at ED, severity of illness, demographic characteristics of patients, patient’s origin and language barriers (6-7). We conducted the current study to find out whether the presence of Emergency Medicine (EM) system is effective in patient satisfaction in the EDs.

This was a cross sectional study on patient satisfaction in EDs of two tertiary centers over a period of 12 weeks. EM residents with supervision of EM faculties provided care at the first center (academic ED) and general practitioners provided care for patients at the second hospital (non academic ED). Both hospitals had an annual number of ED visitors of approximately 40,000 patients with medical and surgical complaints. 3 EM residents and 3 general practitioners were present in each hospital respectively. EM faculties did not visit the patients alone; also there were no interns or residents (other than EM residents in academic ED) in both hospitals. After approval by the Local Ethics Committee (LEC), 12 days were randomly chosen from the 12 weeks of the study period. During a 24-hour period, 40 patients (about 30% of patients presented at the EDs) were randomly chosen to complete the questionnaire.

During 12 weeks period, 716 patients enrolled in the study. The study population consisted of 355 patients (49.6%) from the academic hospital and 361 (50.4%) patients from the non-academic hospital.

There was no difference between two hospitals regarding sex, mean of age and educational levels of patients. Patients’ opinion about quality of care in EDs including staff performance, facilities, and physical environment are shown in (Table
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We found that all the items (except secretor) received significantly higher score in academic section of ED (p<0.001).

One week after discharge from the hospital, we called patients and asked them about the reasons for satisfaction and dissatisfaction. The details are shown in (Table 2). The overall satisfaction was significantly higher in academic hospitals. (Chi$^2$, p<0.001)

83 percent of patients who admitted at the academic hospital responded that they may recommend the hospital to their relatives or friends. One explanation about the effect of EM specialists in various aspects of satisfaction was that in academic hospital, all process of patient care were supervised by EM faculties and each staff or worker took into account a better care for patients.

We found that in the academic hospital, the majority of patients were discharged by EM system. In contrast to other hospital, most patients were either admitted or left against medical advice. Unnecessary admission result in unfruitful outcomes such as less available empty beds for actual necessary hospitalization, overcrowding of ED, more waiting time for admission, more discharge by written consent and higher dissatisfaction rate. The number of leave against medical advice was significantly lower in academic hospital. These events probably related to better decision making and better disposition which was done by EM system. Blanco-Abril et al showed that overall satisfaction was higher among those ED patients who returned home than those who were admitted to the hospital (8). The most important reason for patient dissatisfaction in non academic hospital was related to the physicians' performance (39.1%; 95% CI, 34.3-44.3). But at the academic hospital, only 3.1% (95% CI, 1.4-5.1) of patients were dissatisfied with the physicians.

In our study, waiting time for the first visit...
it was an important factor for dissatisfaction in non-academic hospital (15.8%; 95% CI, 11.9-19.7). This value was 1.1% (95% CI, 0.3-2.3) in academic hospital. The results from two studies conducted in 2 academic centers of Turkey and Pakistan have shown that prolongation of waiting time was the major concern for patients' dissatisfaction (6,9). Some studies revealed that clear expression of real situation to the patients had a significant influence in decreasing the sense of elongated waiting time and leads to an increase in the general satisfaction with the ED experience (10,11).

In conclusion, this study showed that the presence of EM specialist in EDs could be one of the important factors that decreases patient complaints and increases patient satisfaction.
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